
Warning: 
1.Keep the device away from tire and oil in order to 
avoid any tire or explosion. 
2.Any severe shock or smash to the light is not 
recommended ; 
3.No one except professional technicians should 
attempt to disassemble the light in order to avoid 
damaging the light. 

Special Note: 
1 ).Please push the button to turn on the lamp before 
install. 
2).Please give bright sunlight charging over 5 hours 
before tirst time use, as the battery is very low from 
factory. 
3) .lf it doesn't get charged for one week , the battery 
maybe out of power, you have to charge il under bright 
sunlight. 
4) . If the sun power less than the standarded condition: 
1.illumination intensity: 1 OOOW/m', 
2.temperature : 25C', it will need longer charg ing 
lime or the lighting time will be less than the data we 
listed in the Specification , but it's normal for all solar 
products over the world. 
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Main Parts 

Solar panel 

E/ectrical Characteristics: 

Solar panel 18.5W 

Battery type Li-ion 

Led SMD 2000LM 

Charging time 8-9hours 

First 5 hours lighting 1 OOOLM+ 

Lighting mode 
?hours dim light 250LM with PIR 
( 20001m lighting for 30s after 
PIR activate) 

Lighting time >3nights 

Waterproof IP65 

Mate rial Aluminum alloy +PC 

Charging Temperate : 0°-45° Discharging Temperate : -10°-60° 
Storage Temperate: 0°-45° 

How to install 
the device? 

Suggest insta ll Height: 3m 

lighting area : 01 Om 
Please notice to install the light to the place without any 
shade and better face to sun light directly for better 
charging. 
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Working 
process 
instructions 
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The lamp only ca n be charged ' 
in daytime when it in ON situation 
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Then turn on 250LM lighting 
for 7 hours with PIR ( high light 
at 2000LM and dim light at 250LM, 
PIR dela y 305) 
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Push the button to 
turn on the Lamp 
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The first 5 hours always 
lighting at 1 OOOLM ) 
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